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apparent as the tapes progress, and the inaccurate descrip
tion of negative symptoms in the booklet (catatonia,
depression, physical deterioration and the inability to per
form basic tasks are all included) points up the lack of
importance attached to them on the tapes.

This becomes particularly a problem when the tapes
switch from patients' to relatives' accounts, with tape 3.The

relatives all appear to start from the presumption that
people with schi/.ophrenia are mentally incompetent and
that this is a permanent state of affairs which begins with a
person's first illness. "He's like a baby", says one parent,
and the psychiatrist's comment is "These reactions are com

pletely normal, the shock, guilt ... and the grief at the lossof the child that you've known and the replacement by
someone rather different". Later on a GP is quoted,
approvingly ("it's better to be brutal"), as saying. "You can
forget your 16year old son. He's gone for ever. You've got
to start to learn to know somebody else". The systematic

infantilisation of the patient is reinforced by the fact that
the problem symptoms that receive most attention are
delusions and hallucinations, and that these are treated as
incomprehensible "silly ideas".

Two types of advice are contained in the tape concerning
the parents' adjustment to the illness, and management of
the patient's behaviour. Parents are enjoined to share with

other parents, and to find out as much information as poss
ible. It is half-recognised that parents become depressed
and anxious especially soon after the diagnosisâ€”thecouple
who arc introduced on tape 3 and talk throughout tape 4
approvingly quote what a friend (friend?) said to them.
"Neil has an illness, but your problem is self-pity ... snap
out of it"â€”but there is no discussion of why some parents
should react so badly and the only other "treatment"

considered is a regular visit from a community nurse.
This lack of sensitivity for personal feeling is even more

apparent in the discussions about management. Although
there is obvious concern for "the child" (all the relatives
quoted arc parents), there is no mention of "the child's"
feelings until the very end of the last tape and a lot of discus
sion of the sort of behavioural problems that preoccupy
people who manage institutions: bad eating habits, aggres
sion, spending too much time in bed. and interfering with
the television. Management techniques are also rccognis-
ably institutional. Drug treatment and limit-setting are the
most commonly mentioned.

"You [the family] are as important as the sufferer", says
the psychiatrist, but these tapes make one wonder whether
this should be so as far as mental health professionals are
concerned. Should the community psychiatric nurse be
visiting the parents on a weekly basis, or the patient? Is it
just as good to tell parents that, unless Neil stops standing in
front of the television, he will have to move out as to try and
get Neil to tell his parents why he objects to them watching
or to suggest that Neil rents his own television? These ques
tions arc not raised in the last two tapes, perhaps because
the "sufferers" are there described as if they are dying
("it's one long bereavement"). As every psychiatrist knows,
no-one talks to the dying about feelings.

If the parents recorded on the last tapes had had an
opportunity to listen to the achievements of the patients
featured on the first two, they may have come to different
conclusions about schizophrenia. Instead, the examples
only served to underline again that expectations in schizo
phrenia can so easily be self-fulfilling. Treat someone with
schizophrenia as if it really were a dementing illness, and
they will behave as if mentally handicapped.

I would happily recommend the first two tapes for
teaching families and professionals about schizophrenia. I
could not recommend the last two tapes for this purpose.
Their one use in my unit will, I think, be to illustrate that
people need models of schizophrenia to hang onto, and that
we need to develop better ones. Personally I think that
emphasising the person with schizophrenia's difficulty in
handling non-verbal cues of emotion and social interaction
as the primary defect, and presenting psychosis as a second
stage catastrophe response if uninterpretable cues become
overwhelming, is a useful point at which to start. On
this model, schizophrenia is more like aphasia than the
dementia model implied in the tapes. I know which con
dition I'd rather other people assumed me to have if I wake

up psychotic one day.
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New Publication

MIND has published a new wall chart. Keeping II Local,
which demonstrates how existing staff in health, social and
community services can work together to provide the
highest standard of care for all people including those who
are most severely damaged through mental health prob
lems. The chart is a guide rather than a blueprint and illus

trates how the principles MIND promotes can be put into
action.

Keeping It Local is available at Â£1.20(including postage)
from: MIND Mail Order, 4th Floor, 24-32 Stephenson
Way, London NW l 2HD.
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